
    Demo Reel Breakdown Suzi Little 
 

 

All I See Is You  

Newborn Baby 
Groomed baby hair style with Samson  
(Digital Domain’s proprietary groomer) 

 

XMen: Apocalypse  
Pyramid Cloth Cover 
Set up and sim of tarp and ropes using nCloth for tarps and 
nHair for ropes 

 

XMen: Apocalypse 
Pyramid Cover Rope 
Set up and sim for ropes that slaves are pulling using nCloth 

 

XMen: Apocalypse  
Pyramid Cloth Cover 
Set up and sim of tarp pieces using nCloth 
Set up and sim of ropes using nHair 

 

XMen: Apocalypse  
Pyramid Cloth Cover 
Setup and sim of falling tarp using nCloth 

 

XMen: Apocalypse  
Large Bricks Cloth Covers 
Setup and sim of large brick fabric covers using nCloth 
(foreground and background) 

 

Black Sails  
Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim of all sails, flags and anchor chain using 
nCloth 
Rig and sim all ropes, pulleys and toggles using nHair 



 

 

Black Sails  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim of all sails, flags and anchor chain using nCloth 
Rig and sim all ropes, pulleys and toggles using nHair 
Animation/Sim of sails being let out 
 

 

Black Sails  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim of all sails, flags and anchor chain using nCloth 
Rig and sim all ropes, pulleys and toggles using nHair 
Animation/Sim of pirate flag rising 

 

Black Sails  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim: nCloth for sails, flags, anchor chain.  
Rigged and simmed nHair for all ropes 
 

 

Justice League  
Aquaman (Arthur Curry) 
Simulation of hair and beard using nHair with fluid dynamic field. 
 

 

Justice League 
Steppenwolf (Villian with Horn Helmet) 
Setup and sim of nCloth kilt and body suit 
 

 

Justice League 
Aquaman, Superman, Wonder Woman 
Setup and sim of Superman’s pants and Wonder Woman’s dress 
and extra belt pieces using nCloth.  
Sim of Aquaman and Wonder Woman’s hair using nHair. 
 

 

Justice League 
Steppenwolf & Wonder Woman 
Setup and sim of Steppenwolf’s outfit and Wonder Woman’s 
dress and extra belt pieces using nCloth.  
Sim of Wonder Woman’s hair using nHair. 



 

Justice League (2 shots) 
Parademon 
Cloth sim of Parademon’s wings and outfit using nCloth  

 

Justice League (5 shots) 
Steppenwolf & Wonder Woman 
Setup and sim of Steppenwolf’s outfit and Wonder Woman’s 
dress and extra belt pieces using nCloth.  
Sim of Wonder Woman’s hair using nHair. 

 

Justice League (5 shots) 
Steppenwolf & Wonder Woman 
Setup and sim of Steppenwolf’s outfit and Wonder Woman’s 
dress and extra belt pieces using nCloth.  
Setup and sim of Wonder Woman’s hair using nHair. 

 

Justice League 
Superman & Wonder Woman 
Setup and sim of Superman’s pants and Wonder Woman’s dress 
and extra belt pieces using nCloth.  
Setup and sim of Wonder Woman’s hair using nHair. 
 

 

I Am Legend 

Darkseeker Female 
Setup and sim of camisole and underwear for darkseeker female 
using Syflex 

 

I Am Legend 

Darkseeker Alpha Male and Darkseekers Extras 
Cloth sim of torn up trench coat/pants and assorted other outfits 
for main Alpha Darkseeker and Extra background Darkseekers 
using Syflex  

 

Titans ~ DC Streaming Show 
Beastboy (as a Tiger) 
Skin sim setup and fur sim for shot using nCloth (for skin) and 
nHair (for fur) 



 

Deadpool (4 shots) 

Colossus 
Cloth sim of his vest and pants using nCloth 
 

 

Deadpool 
Colossus and Angel Dust 
Cloth sim of Colossus and Angel Dust, using nCloth 
Hair sim of Angel Dust’s hair, using nHair 

 

Kung Fu Panda 2 (3 shots) 

Bunnies! 
Cloth setup of all generic bunnies’ outfits using Qualoth 
Cloth sim of bunnies and Po 
Fur sim of all, using proprietary system 
 

 

Kung Fu Panda 2  
Peacock (Master Shen) 
Cloth sim of Shen’s kimono using Qualoth 
Feather work using proprietary system 
 

 

Kung Fu Panda 2  
Shifu and Po 
Cloth sim of Shifu and Po using Qualoth 
Fur finaling using proprietary system 
 

 

Kung Fu Panda Holiday Special 
Po 
Setup and sim of hat fringes and tassels using Qualoth 
 

 

Kung Fu Panda 2  

Po and Wolf  
Cloth sim of Po and Wolf using Qualoth 
Fur finaling using proprietary system 



 

Kung Fu Panda 2  
Tigress, Mantis, Shifu and Croc 
Cloth sim and wind using Qualoth 
Fur wind simulation using proprietary system  
Hand animation of character parts: Shifu’s whiskers,Croc’s 
eyebrows, etc 
 

 

Polar Express 
Chris and Conductor 
Setup and sim on Chris’s robe, PJs, Conductor using Maya Cloth 
Neck rigs on collars to keep pajama and robe collars aligned 
 

 

Polar Express 
Holly, Chris and Lonely Boy 
Cloth sim all characters using Maya Cloth 
Rigging on collars for Holly and Chris 
Cloth setup and sim for “Lonely Boy” nightshirt 
 

 

Hotel Transylvania 
Drac and Dennis(kid) 
Cloth sim for both using nCloth 
Hair sim using nHair 

 

Hotel Transylvania 
Winnie (pup), Dennis(kid) & Mavis (mom) 
Cloth sim for all using nCloth 
Hair sim using nHair 
 

 

Hotel Transylvania 
Johnny, Mavis & Background Kids 
Cloth sim for all using nCloth 
Hair sim of all chars using nHair 
 

 

Turbo 
Turbo, Chet and Snail Crew 
Cloth sim for dice and cape using Qualoth 
Cleanup for all characters using Maya 



 

Turbo 
Kim Ly 
Cloth setup and sim for her blouse and pants using Qualoth 

 

Turbo 
Paz, Kim Ly, Tito and Bobby (L to R) 
Cloth setup and sim for Paz (jeans, shirt, wallet chain) and Kim Ly 
blouse and pants using Qualoth 
Cloth sim for Tito and Bobby using Qualoth 

 

Turbo 
Paz and Auto Workers 
Cloth setup and sim for Paz (jeans, shirt, wallet chain) using 
Qualoth 
Cloth sim for Auto Shop Workers using Qualoth 
Animation of cabinet and fan 

 

Beauty and the Beast 
Beast 
Cloth sim of jacket, shirt, vest for Beast using nCloth 
Hair sim for hair and beard using nHair  

 

Beauty and the Beast 
Beast 
Cloth sim of jacket, shirt, vest and patns for Beast using nCloth 
Hair sim for hair and beard using nHair  

 

Beauty and the Beast 
Beast 
Cloth sim of cloak, shirt and pants for Beast using nCloth 
Hair sim for hair and beard using nHair  

 

Beauty and the Beast 
Beast 
Cloth sim of shirt and pants for Beast using nCloth 
Hair sim for hair and beard using nHair  



 

Beauty and the Beast 
Wolf 
Cloth sim for skin slide using nCloth 
Fur sim for fur coat using nHair  

 

Beauty and the Beast (6 shots) 
Beast and Wolves 
Cloth sim of Beast’s tattered cloak using nCloth’ 
Hair sim of Beast’s hair and beard using nHair 
Skin Slide sim for wolves’ fur using nCloth 
Fur sim for wolves’ fur coat using nHair  

 

 
World of Warcraft: Safe Haven 
Varok 
Cloth and hair sim for braids and armor using nCloth 

 

 

World of Warcraft: Safe Haven (3 shots) 
Thrall (FG) and Varok (BG) 
Cloth and hair sim for braids and armor using nCloth 
Fur sim on Thrall’s kilt and Axe handle using nHair 

 

 

Megamind 
Roxanne and Megamind 
Cloth sim of Megamind’s cape and Roxanne’s blouse and skirt 
using Qualoth 
 

 

 

Megamind 

Minion 
Cloth sim of tentacle bits, using Qualoth.  
Geometry clean up of eyes, teeth, lips, etc 
Animation of glass falling when he “dies” 
 



 

Megamind 

Junior Megamind 
Cloth sim and cleanup of jumpsuit using Qualoth 
Animation of balls for correct shadows when they are off screen. 

 

Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs (2 shots) 
Ribbon, Tarps and Mayor 
Cloth setup, sim and animation of ribbon-cutting and falling 
tarp, and Mayor’s outfit using proprietary solver.  
Animation finaling with ribbon cut 
 

 

Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs 
Mayor and Fishbowl Tarp 
Cloth setup and sim of Mayor’s clothing and tarp pulling off 
using proprietary cloth solver 

 

Cloudy With A Chance of Meatballs 
Dad & Flint’s lab coat 
Cloth setup and sim of Dad’s outfit and the lab coat he pulls off 
telephone wire using Sony’s proprietary cloth solver. 

 

Cloudy With A Chance of Meatballs 

Flint’s lab coat 
Cloth setup and sim of Flint’s lab coat using proprietary cloth 
solver 
Animation of Flint’s hair, as he looks up from trash can. 

 

Cloudy With A Chance of Meatballs 

Flint, Sam, Manny (camera guy) and crowd people 
Setup cloth and hair sim with wind for Flint, Sam and all generics 
in crowd, achieved with Sony’s proprietary solver.  
Cloth setups for Flint, Sam and Manny 
 

 

Black Sails  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim of all sails, flags and anchor chain using nCloth 
Rig and sim all ropes, pulleys and toggles using nHair 
 
 



 

Black Sails  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim of all sails and pennant flag using nCloth 
Rig and sim all ropes, pulleys and toggles using nHair 

 

Black Sails  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim: nCloth for sails, flags, anchor chain.  
Rig and sim of all ropes using nHair 
 

 

Black Sails (2 shots)  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup, rig and sim of reaction of rope toggles being cut using 
nCloth and nHair 

 

Black Sails (2 shots) 
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup rig, sim and animation of ropes, sails, pulleys and toggles 
breaking off and up into the air, landing on the ocean surface, 
using nCloth and nHair 

 

Black Sails  
18th Century Sailing Ship 
Setup and sim: nCloth for sails, flags, anchor chain.  
Rigged and simmed nHair for all ropes 
 

 


